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To be held at the Strawberry Bank Hotel, Main Rd, Meriden, Coventry CV7 7NF  
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This auction offers rather more material than perhaps the last 2 or 3 auctions have contained.   There is a 
wide spread of material, with 80 lots of pre-Union material, in the hope that the members of the various 
Study Groups attending the Society’s weekend will find material to interest them, some excellent Union 
and RSA lots, and some 50 lots of flown covers from a specialist collector. 
 
Some of the lots (marked ‘P’) are illustrated (those marked ‘P’ will be found either within or at the end of 
the list), but if any further information is required, on these or any other lots, please apply to the 
Auctioneer, tel 01297 552482 - email nicholasarrow@btinternet.com.   The final column is an indication as 
to where these lots can be inspected during the Society’s Convention at the Strawberry Bank Hotel, 
Meriden, 4th November 2018 - “A” = “Album”.   Personal inspection can be arranged before that on 
application to the Auctioneer. 
 
It is not intended to publish a list of either sold or unsold lots after the Auction, but the Auctioneer will 
gladly respond to enquiries as to possible unsold lots - for details see above. 
 

Lot 
No 

Cat no C'don Description of lots Est value  

      Literature     

1   Lit A copy of the Society's booklet on "The Bantam War Issues" (display 
by Eddie Bridges at a London meeting 2004).  This is sold for Society 
funds 

£10-12 Lit 

2   Lit 3 volumes of Putzel's Encyclopaedia of South African Post Offices 
and Postal Agencies, Vols 1 (A-E), 2 (F-M) and 3 (N-T).  Good 
condition with dust jackets 

£50-60 Lit 

3   Lit "The Airposts of South Africa" - Baldwin & Stern - a reprint of the 
original short listing.  Full of useful detail - 12pp 

£3-4 Lit 

4   Lit Copy of display of Cape of Good Hope triangular stamps, apparently 
downloaded from the internet.  Interesting and helpful reference 
work 

£5-8 Lit 

5   Lit "General Smuts" by Sarah Gertrude Millin - a biography of the early 
years  of this iconic South African personality, and formally approved 
by him.   Published in 1936, hardback (no dust cover) in good 
condition 

£6-7 Lit 

6   Lit "Cecil Rhodes - His Private Life by his personal Secretary" (Philip 
Jourdan) - published in 1910, hardback (no dust cover), 285pp, in 
average condition 

£4-5 Lit 

7   Lit "Our South Africa, past and present" by C Graham Botha.  This is a 
hardback book published in 1938, primarily designed as part of the 
series of the Cigarette cards of this Title issued by the United 
Tobacco Co's (South) Ltd.  Seemingly complete in fair to good 
condition 

£6-7 Lit 

8   Lit Proceedings of the Army Post Office Corp in South Africa 1899-1902 
by A G M Batten -  card back - 45 pages.   Essential starting point for 
the Boer War collector. 

£5-8 Lit 

      

1. 
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9   Lit The Pace of Stones (Mafeking/Mafikeng) The Siege, Stamps and 
Banknotes, 3rd Edition by John Campbell.  A photocopy, but in 
excellent condition in a Rexel folder (damaged at the rear).  Essential 
literature for the collector of this material. 

£6-10 Lit 

10   Lit The Stamps of the Union of South Africa 1910-1961, Edited S J 
Hagger.   THE book on Union philately, and still in demand!  
Hardback with 253pp.  In excellent condition save for the spine 
which is detached (not unusual). 

£25-30 Lit 

11   Lit The Springbok Half-Penny by Gordon Ward.  Softback with 46pp, this 
is essential reading to enable sense to be made of these very basic 
stamps.  Fine condition. 

£8-10 Lit 

12   Lit The Ship Penny by Gordon Ward.  Softback with 80pp plus index, 
this is probably an early edition of the book (the frontispiece is 
uncoloured), but it still represents a lifeline for students of this 
exceedingly complicated stamp!  Fine condition 

£10-12 Lit 

13   Lit The Various printings of the 2d Union Buildings postage stamps, 
Edited by R D Allan.  This is still the main help for collectors the 2d 
Union Pictorial stamp.  Softback with 219pp, in mint condition. 

£15-20 Lit 

14   Lit Runner and Mailcoach (Postal History and Stamps of Southern 
Africa) by Eric Rosenthal and Eliezer Blum - hardback 271pp plus 
index.  This seems to deal with Imperial Southern Africa, including 
SWA, the Rhodesia’s and Nyasaland etc, but not (eg) Angola or 
Mozambique.  An interesting whistle-stop tour of many aspects of 
the philately of the period for the areas covered.  Mint condition 
with dustsheet. 

£6-8 Lit 

15   Lit "The Postal Markings of Natal" by Hart, Kantey and Leon - a detailed 
study for collectors of this material and, literally, "does what it says 
on the tin"! 

£10-12 Lit 

16   Lit Envelope containing various notes, newspaper cuttings, photos etc, 
compiled by late member Jim Dixon to aid in his collecting. 

£5-7 Lit 

      Pre-Union Material     

      Cape of Good Hope     

17 P 2-19 o A small collection of Cape Triangulars.   They have all been checked 
by an experienced collector and assessed as genuine.  Furthermore, 
almost all of them have good margins.  There are SG2 (x3), (also 
SG2a but in poor condition), SG3 (close margins top), SG4b, SG5 and 
5a, SG6a, SG7d (x2 - Cat £1,000 each!), SG8 and 8a (x2), SG18b and 
SG19.  A very fine lot with an extremely high catalogue value 

£500-600 L 

18 2-4 o A collection of "blued paper" Cape Triangular stamps.   The 
condition is generally good, with a few margins cut close, but an 
ideal lot to enlarge one's collection and for further study.   
Consisting of SG2 x 3, SG 3a and SG4 x 7.  A valuable lot with a high 
catalogue price 

£80-100 S 

19 P 3 o 1d brick-red on slightly blue paper - a pair, vfu, with good borders, 
although slightly jagged along one edge.  There is a vertical line in 
the colour of the stamp.  This has been examined by an experienced 
philatelist with the aid of advanced computer programmes.  Under 
strong magnification one can see very slight breaks in the paper 
fibres, indicating that the item has been folded probably whilst still 
attached to the cover, and has been ironed out.  Also under the 
strongest magnification, one can see a miniscule paper reinforcing 
strip to protect the whole.  No other signs of tampering were 
observed.  It is an attractive item, and well worth the reserve - Cat 
£700 

£150-200 S 

20 P 4 o 4d deep blue on slightly blued paper - a fine pr with good borders, 
save cut close at one side and very slightly into at one corner 

£80-100 S 
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21 5-8 8 A good collection of the 1855-63 Cape Triangulars, consisting of SG5 
x 12, SG6 x 12 + pr, SG7 x 10 + pr and SG8 x 3.  Many of these stamps 
have good borders, but inevitably a few faults are inevitable.  A good 
collection for general study purposes and provides excellent value 

£180-200 L 

22 P 6a o 4d blue - a lovely B4 in oblong shape with generally good borders, 
save cut very fine at 2 top borders and in centre at bottom 

£50-60 S 

   

  

  

23 P 7c Txt 6d slate-lilac on slightly blued paper - seems to be (*) but may have 
been cleaned.  Cut very close at TR.  Cat £4,000 if genuine but 
offered "as is" 

£100-120 S 

24 8 o Cape triangular 1/- - a good copy with 2 good margins but BL corner 
just touched and BR corner very close (Cat £300) 

£30-40 S 

25 13 o 1d "Woodblock" - 2 items - one a genuine stamp but R margin is very 
poor with the top R panel almost completely cut out, the other is 
probably forged 

£25-30 S 

26 18-21 o Collection of De La Rue printings on 2 stock cards, consisting of SG18 
x 4 (1 seemingly (*), 2 good and 1 poor), SG19 x  9 (mostly good), 
and SG20 and 21 (1 copy each both good) 

£140-160 S 

27 25w o "Hope Seated" - 6d pale lilac with wmk Crown CC with inverted wmk 
(Cat £475) 

£70-80 S 

28 Text */o Balance of CoGH collection, which is almost entirely used, on a well 
filled stock card and several sheets.  Obviously needs sorting out but 
includes many good stamps - an ideal lot for the beginner but the 
specialist and postmark collectors may well find something of 
interest.  

£25-40 L 

29 Text */o A small collection of "Hope Seated" values (inc SG33 */o) plus KE VII 
set (SG70/8 all * save for 2½d value fu) - excellent value for money 

£40-50 S 

      Griqualand     

      The following lots are from the collection of the late Jim Dixon.  Jim 
built up his collection in good faith, but, because of the complexities 
of the stamps of Griqualand West, they are offered 'as is' - they have 
however been inspected by a far more experienced collector than 
the auctioneer, whose assessment is included.   Subject to the note 
opposite Lot 30, if a purchaser is not satisfied with the material, and 
it is promptly returned to the Auctioneer, the purchase price will be 
refunded.   

    

30 Text */o The whole collection (ie Lots 31-44 inclusive) is offered as a single lot 
but NB the right to return the material will not be available.   This 
provides a great opportunity for anyone prepared to accept some of 
the potential chaff for what could turn out to be a very reasonable 
quantity of wheat! 

£150-180   

31 2/3 */o 1d carmine red * and 4d blue used.  The overprints are as per the 
illustrations in the SACC, but not as per SG.  NB the o/p on the 4d is 
black (per SG) and not red (per SACC).  Cat £830 but suspect 

£34-50 S 

32 4b etc * ½d grey-black - 4 copies, (4b with wing margin), 4c x 2 (inc a pr with 
wing margin) and 4e.  4b and 4e seem OK (total catalogue £210), the 
2 copies of 4c are suspect.   

£50-60 S 
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33 Text o 6d deep lilac - 6a (on small piece, indifferent condition but seems 
OK), 22 (suspect) and 27 (4 copies, indifferent condition, of which 
one seems OK, the others suspect) 

£25-30 S 

34 9d o 1/- green (shades) - 2 are suspect, but one (centred far to the right) 
seems OK but with rounded BR corner 

£18-22 S 

35 10f etc o 5/- yellow-orange - a nice copy which seems OK, plus 10a and 10c 
both probably forged, and 4 copies of 29, all suspect 

£12-15 S 

36 11a 
etc 

o 1d carmine red - 4 copies, 11a, 11b x 2 (both thinned etc) and 11e 
(with good pmk) - all seem OK 

£25-36 S 

37 11g o 1d carmine-red - probably OK (cat £80) £15-18 S 

38 Text o 4d blue - 6a (red o/p - suspect), 12f (black o/p very high on stamp 
and away from pmk - suspect), 21 (black italic o/p - seems OK) and a 
collection of 26 (black o/p - 1 forgery and 8 which seem OK, but 
condition variable)   

£25-30 S 

39 14/5 * ½d grey-black - SG14 x 3 plus single copy of SG 15 - all suspect £12-15 S 

40 16/17 o 1d carmine-red - 16 x 3 *, 16a * and 16 x 8 all o, and 17 x 2 (inc pr) - 
all very suspect (save 1 copy of 16 o) and condition poor - sold for 
study purposes only 

£6-8 S 

41 16/a/ 
17 

*/o 1d carmine-red - 3 copies of 16 all *, condition good and seem OK.  
Single copy of 16a (inv o/p) seems OK;  also a pr and a single, used, 
of 17, one of the pair possibly has double o/p (17b), but these are 
suspect as o/p seems to be over the pmk.  Reserve for the lot based 
on the copies of 16/a 

£30-34 S 

42 24 */o ½d grey-black - 29 - 5 copies (1 apparently used, but very lightly one 
with wing margin), all apparently OK but condition variable 

£12-18 S 

43 28 o 1/- green - 4 copies, condition poor - all probably suspect (1 has 
Cape Town pm, probably applied after GW stamps were returned to 
the CT PO) 

£8-10 S 

44 Text */o Balance of collection - 16 stamps (inc 1 pr) all used, some in very 
poor condition and 2 revenue stamps (1d - one with italic o/p) both* 

£6-8 S 

      Mafeking     

45 P Text o/Pce Collection of 5 items, being (a) SG1 - 1d on ½d of CoGH on irregular 
piece with good Mafeking postmark of Ap 6 1900, (b) SG2 - 3d on 1d 
of CoGH on piece with excellent postmark of Ap 13 1900, (c) SG6 - 
1d on ½d of BBech on small piece with good (if incomplete) 
postmark (Cat £80) (d) SG11 - 1/- on 4d of BBech on small piece with 
clear postmark and (e)  SG20 - 3d Baden Powell pale blue on deep 
blue with excellent postmark of Ap 11 1900 - some blunted perfs at 
bottom right.   A lovely lot with huge catalogue value  

£170-200 S 

      Natal       

46 11 o 3d blue (SG12) 1861/2 rough perf 14-16 fu postmark type F (Durban) £5-6 S 

47 13 * 1d rose-red wmk star (SG15 Cat £150)) centred high - priced to sell! £14-16 S 

48 Txt */o Collection on leaves, on a stock card and in a small packet - a varied 
selection which includes SG18* (with a perf pulled), SG 97a-103* 
and a collection of SG114 showing various varieties etc, otherwise 
mostly used, but with some nice stamps, eg SG73 vfu, 113* and 
168/9 both vfu (the latter during the interprovincial period) 

£30-40 L 

49 Text Text An excellent collection of "Chalon Heads", most of which are in good 
to very good condition.  Included are SG9 x2 (one with excellent 
perfs but centred low), SG10 (x2, 1 centred right), SG29 (x2 one with 
a single pulled perf), SG60 (x4), SG61 (x3) and SG62, mostly with 
good perfs etc.  There is also a detailed study of SG114 (38 stamps) 
showing the long 'P', 'T' and 'A' varieties.  Excellent value for money 
and priced to sell 

£50-70 L 
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50 Text Text A good collection of the QV issues of Natal, starting from SG56, 
mostly in very collectable condition. Includes SG72 (*and 4 copies o). 

£40-50 L 

51 Text */o Collection of KE VII issues, including 127-39 complete * (Cat £200), 
plus several values o, 5/- dull blue/rose *, 5/- green/red on yellow o, 
plus the balance of a collection on leaves.  There are also several 
official values and Chalon Head "Fiscal" stamps, 1d and 6d both *.  
Priced to sell  

£50-60 L 

      Orange Free State     

52    1866 longish Masonic letter (Lodge "Unie" - SA Masonic number 4) 
used within Bloemfontein, no postal markings but fine and scarce 

£42-44 S 

53    1898-1901 unused PS postcards (12 various printings, 6 with reply 
halves attached) some slightly foxed - extremely interesting! 

£14-16 S 

54 1-9 o 1868 set less 1/- orange buff - vfu £5-6 S 

55 12/3 o "4" on 6d o/p (c) and (d) fu with good cds's (Cat £78) £12-15 S 

56 18/20 */o 1878 set vfu and 5/- value * £8-10 S 

57 P 22, 24 */o "1d" and bar on 5/- se-
tenant pair (o/ps (b) 
and (d) slightly to the 
left) (cat £150 
individually) - very fine.   
Also 1d and bar on 5/- 
(o/p (b)) vfu 

£40-50 S 

58 36 */o ½d on 5/- - 2 copies* (one with broken bar variety) and 1 very lightly 
used - Cat £53) 

£8-10 S 

59 38-42 o "3d" and bar o/p on 4d ultramarine - set of overprints, but without 
o/p (c), fu (Cat £142) 

£25-30 S 

60 104a 
etc 

* First setting of VRI - 2½d on 3d with variety 'no stop after V' (Cat 
£95);  also SG119 (cat £40) with substantial offset (unfortunately 
spoilt by heavy hinge remainder) 

£20-25 S 

61 112 
etc 

**/* Small collection of "V.R.I./½d" on ½d orange.  Needs sorting into 
types, but there are sundry varieties identified and noted.  This lot 
includes a nice BL B42 with all left and some of the right margin and 
of course the plate number 

£8-10 S 

62 112 **/* A sheet of 240 stamps, (probably the 4th setting 2nd printing) 
divided into 3 parts - the TL, TR and the 2 bottom panes together.  
NB the gutters have been divided between the panes - the central 
vertical gutter between the two bottom panes is complete.   Also in 
this lot is a BR half of pane and a central double gutter B60 with left 
and central gutters and central horizontal gutter).   Numerous 
varieties are noted.   There is some staining and creasing, consistent 
with age, but this is a fine lot nonetheless! 

£30-40 L 

63 113d/
e 

*/o 1d on 1d purple - varieties "no stop after I" (SAG113e)* and "no stop 
after R' (SG113dx3) (one having a very badly damaged 'R' and 'd'), all 
used 

£12-15 S 

64 113/4 **/o Small collection of these two values, some with varieties, broken 
"V", mixed dots etc. 

£8-10 S 

65 118 ** Irr B15 from TR corner of R hand pane, with plate number and 
variety Broken "V" 

£8-10 S 

66 136 
etc 

** Small collection on stock card of 4d o/p on 6d VRI o/p on 6d, with 
varieties all noted, including 136a (no stop after "R").   Also B4 of 
117 including 117a (mixed stops) 

£12-15 L 

67 137/b * O/p "E.R.I./6d" on 6d blue - 3 copies*, one with wide space between 
"6-d" (SG 138b) and a single copy used 

£20-25 S 

68 138/b ** TL B4 of "One/Shilling/*" on 5s VRI o/p,  - one stamp has variety 
"short top to ‘S’" 

£12-15 S 
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69 139/ 
47 

* KE VII set unused, missing only the 6d and 1s values (with 2 extra 1d 
value) 

£30-36 S 

70 139/ 
47 

o KE VII set used, with numerous extra of all values, save 1 copy only 
of 5/- value - higher catalogue than it seems! 

£15-20 S 

71 148/ 
50 

o KE VII set with wmk multiple crown CA - ½d x 6, 1d x 12+) and 4d x 3, 
PLUS 4d* x 2 

£8-10 S 

72 Txt */o A collection of various OFS issues of the Orange Tree stamp, 
covering the issues up to 1896, on leaves on a stock card.   There is 
quite a lot of duplication, and numerous varieties are pointed out.   
Of particular interest is a specialised study of the ½d on 3d 
ultramarine surcharge, with sundry varieties noted.   A good and 
quite valuable lot. 

£60-80 L 

73 Text */o A small stock book crammed with numerous stamps from SG1 
through to about 122, but mostly of the V.R.I. o/ps.  Some nice items 
noted, eg SG83 B4**, 3xSG109*, SG111*, SG122* and used(x2) etc.  
A good lot, well worth inspecting 

£25-30 S 

74 121 
etc 

*/o Balance of collection consisting mainly of the VRI o/ps on the Orange 
Tree stamps but extending up to SG 135.  The main bulk of the 
collection is concentrated on the "level" or "raised" stops in the o/p, 
and numerous minor varieties are indicated.  A good chance to buy a 
quantity of study material - excellent value - priced to sell 

£25-30 L 

75 Txt Txt Various issues - balance of collection, including SG 75g (double o/p 
"½d" on 3d), CoGH ½d with full ORC o/p - a fine B16**, a single 
variety missing stop (133a) (**), Military frank stamp used, Police 
Frank Stamp * but thinned (Cat £250 if perfect) and a packet marked 
"Telegraph postally used" 

£20-25 L 

      Transvaal     

76 Text o A collection of "Arms" types (used unless otherwise stated).  
Identified (to the best of the Auctioneer's limited experience) as (SG 
numbers) 4, 39, 43*, 44, 45*, 50, 113, 119e, and 120.  Plus a small 
envelope full of "Arms" type stamps, some of which are bound to be 
genuinely sold and used stamps.  Well worth an inspection 

£25-30 L 

77 133 */o A small quantity of the "Queen's Head" design set (SG133/9) - set 
complete o (save for ½d value *), and many extra shades etc */o;  
also a few o/ps.  Good value! 

£30-40 S 

78 134-7-
9 

*/o 1878 Queen's Head issue - 1d*, 6d x2 both used and 2/- used (Cat 
£110) 

£30-36 S 

79 Txt */Pce Low value VRI o/ps (to 4 pence) on cover sent to a Sergeant Murray, 
probably by himself when he was in Hospital.  Obviously philatelic 
but shows genuine use of the stamps.  The cover was priced by a 
dealer at £40!  Also 3 pieces all bearing Field Army Postmarks on 
SG217, 319 and 223 - presumably real postmarks not on reprinted 
stamps etc. 

£20-25 S 

80 244-74 * Collection of KE VII issues on 4 stock cards - 1st issue set to 5/- 
(missing 2½d) with some B's of lower values, 2nd set from 1d to 2/- 
(missing 3d) and the monocoloured set (with many duplicates) 

£25-30 S 

81 244/ 
56 

o KE VII 1902 set vfu, with extra 1/- (Cat £205) £30-40 S 

82 260/ 
72 

o KE VII 1904 set wmk Mult Crown CA - complete fine used (Cat £60) £12-15 S 

83 260/ 
72 

o KE VII 1904 set wmk Mult Crown CA - complete fine used with extra 
4d and 1/- values 

£12-15 S 

84 Text * KE VII 1904 set wmk Mult Crown CA to 10/-, with both 6d values, 
and several copies of lower values to 2/6 

£100-130 S 
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85 Text o Balance of collection.   The main value is on two stock cards (one 
large) and a packet with a considerable number of the KE VIII 
stamps, with values up to £1 (x5!) one of which at least was used in 
the interprovincial period (as were several others!), but there is also 
a small envelope  stock card with various used stamps of the Arms 
design, which is sold "as is", these not being taken into account 
when fixing the estimated value 

£30-40 L 

86 D1-7 */o Transvaal Postage Dues - at least 2 complete sets used, with various 
extra spares of the 4 lower values.  Also extra 5d and 6d values * 

£15-18 S 

      New Republic     

87 3 Txt B4 of 2d value on yellow paper dtd 2 Dec 86, stuck on a card but 
uncancelled - Vendor comments "Is it a proof?" 

£18-20 S 

88 4 * B4 of 3d value on yellow paper dtd 13 Oct 86 - Cat £192 £25-30 S 

89 Txt * 7 stamps, seemingly SG 27 x2 (1 apparently used!), SG16 and 3d, 4d, 
6d and 10s all without date - offered "as is" 

£30-50 S 

      Lydenburg     

90 5 * 3d on 1 penny Transvaal stamp (cat £160) - sold "as is" £25-30 S 

      Stellaland     

91 3-4 *  SG3 x 2 (4d) and SG4 (6d) - cat over £100 £12-15 S 

      Swazieland     

92 Txt */o 1, 3, 6 and 10 all * (some heavily mounted) and 10 used (?cto) - sold 
"as is" 

£20-25 S 

      Zululand     

93 Text * 1888 set ½d to 9d values, less 2½d and 5d but with extra 2d and 3d, 
in excellent fresh condition, plus ½d (x3), 1d (x2), 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d 
and 6d all vfu - very high catalogue 

£60-80 S 

94 12, 16 */o Natal ½d o/p "Zululand without stop - 2 copies * and 1 used and 6d 
* and o - high catalogue 

£40-60 S 

95 20/26 * 1894 short set to 2/6 (½d x4) and ½d (x5), 1d (x3), 2½d, 3d, 6d and 
1/- values all vfu + Natal Fiscal o/p (SG F1) - very high cat 

£50-60 S 

      Union of South Africa     

      Interprovincials - see also #85     

96 P Z18 o 

 
 

CoGH 5/- used in Natal - partial Durban pm - key 
value in the set - scarce (Cat £65) £24-28 S 

 
 

97 P 

 
 

Z36 

 
 

o 

 
 
CoGH 5/- used in Jhb with part pm - used on 13 Aug 
12 - key value in the set - scarce (Cat £65) 

 
 

£22-25 

 
 

S 

      King's Head Issues     

98 P 3/17a o Kings Head set to £1 
complete in vfu 
condition - NB the £1 
value is in quite a pale 
green shade, but is 
sold as is, and is not 
believed to be the 
rare olive green shade                          (Part #98) 

£200-250 S 
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99 6 **/o King's Head 2d - vert S4 with Jubilee lines **, plus BM B4 with 
control 2 *, and single and BM pr with control 1 (both used) (NB 
neither control with side margin) 

£5-7 S 

100 7 ** King's Head 2½d - TR corner B4, with Jubilee lines but without plate 
number (= R1-2/5-6) - lovely colour and ** - superb! 

£8-10 S 

101 7 */o King's Head 2½d - 3 B4's - 2 L marginal, one with complete Jubilee 
lines, the other with broken Jubilee lines, and 1 R marginal with 
broken Jubilee lines (some perf separation which has been 
reinforced, otherwise **) plus (all used) in bright blue shade a pair, 
and in deep blue shade a B4 (with V1 (long 'u' of ''Zuid), pr and l 
marginal stamp with broken Jubilee lines).  A fine collection of this 
value 

£20-25 S 

102 11a ** King's Head 6d - lovely pr in superb colours, R hand stamp has 
variety 'missing Z in Zuid' **! (Cat £105 for *) 

£25-30 S 

103 
P 

17a o The very rare Kings Head £1 in pale olive green/red 
shade.  This stamp has seldom been offered in a SACS 
auction - previous sales achieved prices of £400+.  The 
postmark is arguably nothing special but who cares! 

£400-460 S 

104 18/9, 
21 

**/o Coil stamps - ½d pr, 1d pr ** and single used, all with single perf 
holes, and 2x2d used with single perf holes - good cat value 

£14-16 S 

      Union Pictorial Issue     

105 30 * 1926 London printing ½d and 1d coil (roll) stamps with Jubilee Line 
join, and ½d "non-join" pr with "white leaf" flaw 

£20-25 S 

106 Text */o This is a nice amalgamation, in a first class 4 D-ring binder, of several 
collections of the ½d Springbok.  Starting with the printings from the 
London plates, the collection continues with a selection, probably 
complete, of the Pretoria hyphenated and unhyphenated stamps, 
with a few of the monocolour coils thrown in for good measure!  
There are numerous flaws identified by the Vendor, and particularly 
noted was a vert pr of the 1947 London plate re-issue used.  When 
given some serious attention, this collection will well reward the 
new owner from all the interesting material found within 

£50-60 A 

107 Text */o ½d Springbok - A collection of mostly single stamps used - postmark 
collectors will be interested!  Priced to sell 

£5-6 L 

108 30e o ½d Springbok ex booklet B4 (perf 13½x14 - R margin trimmed by 
guillotine) - very fine - Cat £180 

£36-40 S 

109 30 */o ½d Springbok - collection consisting of (London printings) R marginal 
B4 and pair, plus B4 and 2 pairs, all * and (Pretoria printings) R & L 
Arr B4's * and B4 and horiz S4 both used - a nice selection 

£18-22 S 

110 30/2 ** ½d, 1d and 6d in top marginal prs - ½d consists of R1/5-6 - 1d is 
Pretoria printing (with wonky Jubilee lines) and the others are 
London printings.  NB 1d has a crease in margin 

£8-10 S 

111 30/2 **/*/o ½d, 1d and 6d - set used and unused (6d*, the lower values **).  
Both ½d, the 1d used and the 6d * are London, the other are 
Pretoria 

£14-16 S 

112 
P 

31d o 1d ship perf 13½x14 - Superb booklet pane of 6 with excellent 
Durban 3 parcel postmark. NB Sadly the TL stamp has a small tear at 
the top left side.  But even without the 2 left stamps, the piece has 
Cat £170 

£30-40 S 

113 32 etc */o A very nice collection of the 6d Tree stamp, mostly in pairs or B's.  
Numerous varieties noted by the Vendor and others, such as 'Split 
Tree', 'Tall Tree', 'Scratches in Tree', 'Mole Hill’, ‘White Orange' etc.  
This is a very good lot and will improve many a good collection to 
make it better still! 

£60-70 S 

8. 



114 32P ** Lovely BR Marginal corner pr of 6d Tree with Jubilee lines and V3 
(Cloud to left of tree) wmk upright 

£25-30 S 

115 33 */o 4d triangular - 6 singles (5 cut from sheets), B4 and 3 prs and two 
singles (both A) with a remarkable colour change - almost violet and 
dark slate green, all **/*.  Plus 2 matched (Triangular) B4's with Jhb 
pm's 

£10-14 S 

116 34 etc **/* 2d Buildings London printing.  Collection of stamps, consisting of 
inscriptional pairs ** of both 34 and 34a (13½ down), B4 (top pr only 
*) and 7prs (1 vert) all * - there is an interesting selection of centring 
the vignette among these pairs!  There is also a copy of 44e*, a 
partial top arrow pr of 107c and a CB4 of 116.  An excellent and 
valuable lot with a very high catalogue price. 

£120-150 S 

117 
P 

35/9 * 3d to 10/- - the high values of the London printings - lovely fresh 
colours - Cat £636 

£100-120 S 

118 35 o 3d Groot Schuur - a very fine inscriptional pair with good Kimberley 
Registered pm 

£18-25 S 

119 35 etc */o A small collection mainly on a stock card of the 3d Groot Schuur 
value.  Noted - 5 red/black roto printings and a blue/blue arrow B4 
from Iss 3.  A nice accumulation with several varieties noted by 
Vendor 

£80-100 L 

120 36 */o 1/- Gnus London printing - a vert pr * in a slightly faded colour 
(unusual!) and a TL B4 (of R pane) cancelled with a lovely parcel 
mark 

£50-70 S 

121 36 etc */o A small collection of the 1/- Gnu stamp on stock cards.  The stamps 
go from a nice vert S4 of the London printing, through the first roto 
printings to the hyphenated and screened stamps - total 13 prs (5 
vert) and a LM B4 etc.  Good value 

£50-60 S 

122 36 (**) A good pr of the 1/- Gnus, beautifully centred and of fine colour £7-8 S 

123 37 (**) London 2/6 Wagon Crossing - lovely colour, very fine and fresh (Cat 
£150) 

£36-40 S 

124 37 * 2/6 Wagon Crossing in a slate-green shade £50-60 S 

125 39 (**) 10/- Table Bay - a lovely copy of this stamp (Cat £200) £25-30 S 

      Darmstadt Trials      

126 Text Text 2 Darmstadt Trial pairs, both on unwatermarked paper - (a) of frame 
on ungummed paper and (b) of vignette on gummed paper - neither 
item shows any signs of having been mounted. Dix numbers not 
known 

£40-50 S 

      The following lots are examples of the "Booysen Essays".  They are 
all in excellent fresh condition with only minor faults, minor gum 
staining and/or gum creases.  Note that 3 B4's were sold by Spink for 
£375 plus commission in early 2015, a top marginal vert pair was 
sold by SACS in November 2015 for £110 and a single was sold SACS 
June 2016 for £80.  Multiples of greater than 4 stamps are unusual. 
Booysen Essays 

    

127 
P 

Essay ** Mauve essay - a fine TL corner B4 £130-150 S 

128 
P 

Essay ** Mauve essay - a fine L marginal B4 £130-150 S 

129 Essay ** Mauve essay - a vertical pair £60-80 S 

130 Essay ** Mauve essay - a single £40-50 S 

131 
P 

Essay ** Brown essay - a L marginal B6 (2x3) - NB creased in margin £200-240 S 

132 Essay ** Brown essay - a fine B6 (3x2) £200-240 S 

133 Essay ** Brown essay - a BM pr (margin very shallow) £80-100 S 

9. 



134 
P 

Essay ** Blue essay - a BM B8 
(4x2) (margin very 
shallow) 
[NB Scan reduced] 

£250-280 S 

135 Essay ** Blue essay - an irr B5 (3 essays at top with 2 below) - NB there is a 
scissor cut at the bottom of the divide between stamps 1-2, not 
affecting either stamp 

£140-160 S 

      Rotogravure printings of Union Pictorial Stamps     

136 42a * ½d Springbok coil pr with "E/E" setting, lower stamp with good V1 
('cigar')  

£10-12 S 

137 43 */o 1d Ship stamp, Iss 7 - a small collection in a packet with B4 with v1, 
B4 with unrecorded flaw (lines from yardarm, a rejoined L arrow B4, 
and a superb B arrow B4 used, also pairs with v12, etc and used pr 
with blurred frames - very nice!  

£20-25 S 

138 43 ** 1d Ship stamp, Iss 6 - a very fine B12 (R11-14/1/2) with L arrow 
complete in margin 

£20-25 S 

139 44 ** 2d Pretoria Buildings - 2prs (1 TM vert with partial arrow ?Iss2a) - 
lovely fresh colouring 

£15-18 S 

140 45c **/ 
(**) 

3d Groot Schuur - vert pr (**) with inv wmk from Iss 1, with 
'shuttered window' flaw (NB no margin) and horiz pr** from iss 2 
with unrecorded 'line through "h" of "South"' 

£10-12 S 

141 45aw (**) 3d Groot Schuur 3d red/black with inv wmk - fine BL pair with full 
margins 

£12-15 S 

142 46b/ 
46ca 

*/o 4d Huts - S3 with 'spear flaw'* (inv wmk) and pr with 'monkey' flaw 
used - a good pairing! 

£40-50 S 

143 46c * 4d Huts - All 4 corner B4's of this stamp (including the 'monkey' flaw) £40-50 L 

144 47/a **/* 6d Tree Iss 1/1a - 4 items with varieties - pr** with v4 (green line 
between trees - wmk upright), 2 prs* with v5 ('white orange' - 1 pr 
has up wmk and the other (vert) pr has inv wmk and v6 (white spot 
BR of tree); the B4* has inv wmk and v7 (green mark over value) - a 
good lot for varieties! 

£65-80 L 

145 48 o 1/- Gnus - pr vfu (Cat £60 £20-24 S 

146 
P 

48c **/o 1/- Gnus with 'twisted horn' variety - the ** pr (horiz) has the R 
margin - the used pr is vert - cat £775 

£100-130 S 

147 48bw o 1/- Gnus Iss 1 - a lovely BM B4 (R19-20/3-4) with inv wmk and 
excellent example of the bottom arrow 

£25-30 S 

148 49/ 
121 

*/o 2/6 Ox Wagon Crossing - a small collection on a single stock card - 
there are 9 horiz prs unhyphenated *, of which 2 are 49 (1 bronze 
green with inv wmk** - cat £225!) plus2 vert prs both used (1 bronze 
green), and hyphenated there are a BL horiz pr with sheet no 17** 
and 2 other prs (one vert) both *, together with a B48 and 3 prs used 
(1 vert) - a nice and varied collection with good cat price 

£70-90 L 

149 Txt o  Union Pictorials: ½d to 6d used SACC 55, 55h, 113, 30, 56, 56(f?), 
114, 134, 86, 86(c?), 123, 106, 106a, 133, 133s, 59, 116, 60a, 118, 
118a and Robemark ½d 48b, 48d, 48e, 108a ten used singles of each 
individually labelled: many cds. Cat £33 

£5-6 S 

150 Txt o Union Pictorials: used pairs (some vert) ½d-6d - SACC55, 113, 43, 56, 
56b, 56f, 114, 134, 86(c?), 133, 59, 118 Cat £18 

£3-4 S 

10. 



151 Txt * Union Pictorials - 7 low value pairs, ½d (wmk up), 1d (wmk inv), 1½d 
(wmk up), 2x2d (both col's) and 2x6d (types 1&3) - stc £244 

£26-28 S 

152 
P 

56a ** 1d Ship stamp, Iss 11 - pr imperf and ** - a lovely item (Cat £180) £90-120 S 

153 56d Txt 1935 coil perf (14x13½) 1d (wmk up) - fine gutter B8, ** except for 
the extreme of L pair (as viewed from front) which has a little paper 
adhesion.   Stc £180  

£40-50 S 

154 Text */o A small collection of the 1½d Mine.  Several varieties noted, 
including a partial weak shading on a non-Jipex used pair!   Also a 
few SG87 inc varieties.  Well worth inspection 

£60-80 L 

155 58/a */o 2d Buildings Issue 4 (roto printings hyphenated and unscreened).  An 
attempted plating exercise with 9prs * (1 vert) and 17 prs used (5 
vert) plus a superb B4 of 58 vfu.  A valuable lot! 

£100-120 L 

156 58a, 
64c 

**.* 2d Buildings ** and 10/- Groot Constantia * with virtual clear sky 
variety (Cat £130) 

£30-40 S 

157 59 Txt 3d Groot Schuur iss 4 - 3 B6's all 3x2 - BL and BR B's - Left hand B has 
gum washed, the other is ** - and R8-10/5-6 (**), with vv3, 4 and 5 

£36-$6 S 

158 64/aw */o 5/- Ox Wagon - 2 pairs - the * pr is a very light grey green/black 
shade with inv wmk and the used pr is grey-grn/black with upright 
wmk - both copies have very minor (unrecorded) flaws recorded on 
the stock card 

£50-60 S 

159 
P 

64 o 5/- Ox Wagon - a very fine used B6 (Cat £300), v5 'broken yoke pin', 
and vv6, 7 &8 - a beautiful commercial item! 

£60-70 S 

160 64 o 5/- Ox Wagon - a grey-grn/black B4 with superb CT Paquebot 
postmark 

£30-50 S 

161 64/c, 
121 

o 5/- and 10/- hyphenated and 2/6 screened in vfu B4's, the 2/6 and 
5/- with single cds's. 

£50-60 S 

162 64 etc */o 5/- Ox Wagon - a nice collection of this much sought-after stamp.  
Numerous varieties have been identified by the owner, with broken 
yoke pins galore!  21 prs (only 3 vert) and a CB4 with 'rain' variety 
and a CB 4 vfu with vv7-8. 

£200-240 L 

163 64c o 10/- Groot Constantia - pr, a B6 (2x3) both vfu with parcel postmarks 
and a used pr with cds 

£20-30 S 

164 117 **/M* 3d Groot Schuur Iss 5 - 2 prs (1 marginal) with v2 (dot over tree) and 
v3 (rope in tree) 

£12-16 S 

165 119 * 6d Tree iss 6 - all 4 arrow prs - R arr block has variety 'falling branch' £6-8 S 

166 122 M*/* 5/- Ox Wagon blue-green/black - 4 copies (1 marginal), with varying 
shades - with variety "white blob on 'u' of 'South'" (unrecorded) 

£30-36 S 

167 146/8 */o Interim definitives - a small collection of this issue, with a few full 
width strips but no large B's.  Many varieties have been identified - 
the 4½d stamps is best represented, and there are many printing 
oddities of the 1/3 value, mostly used.  The 1/6 value is 
conservatively represented.  Well worth inspection. 

£10-12 L 

168 146 ** Interim definitive 4½d value - 2 large B's - R1-20/1-2 and R1-10/5-6 
(which of course has sheet number), plus a RM B4 with partial sheet 
(different) number 

£5-6 L 

      Collections of Union Pictorial material     

169 30 */o Collection in a small black leaved Lighthouse Stock Book.  There are 
some very nice commercially used B4's and prs etc (eg some nice arr 
prs of 1st 3d blue/blue) and some more modern prs of the 1/- and 
2/6 values.  There are also some SWE stamps and other 1940's 
commemoratives, but the value is in the UP stamps. 

£25-30 A 

170 31 etc */o 1d Ship stamp - a small collection of packets, most of which contain 
stamps with minor varieties etc and some of which are labelled - 
worth inspection 

£25-30 S 

11. 



171 Text */o A large collection of mostly used material in an old Utile springback 
album which is surprisingly well filled - there are many excellent 
items here, particularly for the collector of used material.  Noted, for 
instance, a used B9 of each language setting of the 4d Triangular 
(the Afrikaans B being from a R-cover), some very good B's etc, 
2xS4's of the 1/- hyphenated (clearly non-philatelic usage), a B20 
(5x4) of the medium Mine stamp and a good B12 (3x4) of SG107a.  
The collection deserves some serious consider and a bit of TLC to 
reward the new owner with a nice collection! 

£60-70 A 

172 Text */o A blue ring binder containing numerous sheets of the UP Issue, all 
periods.  Much of the material consists of used singles, and 
postmark collectors will benefit here.  There are a few varieties (of 
the ½d mostly) some booklet material etc.  Worth inspection and 
cheaply priced 

£12-15 A 

      Animals issue     

173 151 
etc 

*/o Animals issue definitives.  There is a small collection, mostly used, 
mounted in a Favourite Philatelic Album, which has been heavily 
picked, but there is also a generously filled large packet of stamps 
with the remnants of another collection, plus numerous smaller 
packets etc with numerous B's, many of which are marginal 1d's, 
with various notes made by the Vendor, a CB4 of the 2/6 value and 
so on.  The whole collection needs to be sorted and mounted 
properly but will provide much satisfaction on the task being 
completed - certainly worth inspection. 

£40-50 A 

      Union period Commemorative Issues     

174 1 Txt Cutting (1910) from English newspaper concerning the availability in 
England of the Parliament stamp of 1910.  Also, ELPEX 76 and 
GEBEKS 80 sheets, the former showing a reproduction of the 
Parliament stamp 

£5-7 S 

175 1 */o An accumulation on stock cards of the Parliament Opening issue - 
26* and about 48 used, some with minor varieties noted 

£50-60 L 

176 65-8 **/* A complete SJ set, plus some spares (faults, including some perf 
separation).  Includes a single pr of the ½d value used!  Priced to sell 

£8-10 L 

177 
P 

65/9 ** Silver Jubilee set in vert matched pairs with 
'cleft skull' variety on the lower stamp in 
each pair [with this issue it makes far more 
sense to collect vert pairs rather than the 
more vulnerable horiz pairs!] - Cat for horiz 
pairs £379! 
[NB Scan reduced] 

£70-85 s 

178 69 * ½ JIPEX sheets - the set missing panes 1, 6, 19, 11, 14, 15 and 19 - 
not checked in detail - a good start to getting the complete set.  
Condition * or better 

£25-30 S 

179 70 * 1d Jipex sheets - the set but missing pane 2 only - average condition 
much better than * - excellent value 

£44-50 S 

180 69/70 * JIPEX sheet - 7 x ½d and 4 x 1d - Modest duplication - condition good  £25-30 S 

181 71/5 ** A collection on 2 large stock cards of the Coronation issue.  There 
are several large blocks, B4's etc - a good collection to study.  NB 
Some perf separation on the larger pieces 

£20-24 L 

12. 



182 71/5 */o A small collection on leaves and on stock cards of the Coronation 
Issue 1937.  The set is there, *(x2) and used, but the Vendor has 
identified a number of the numerous varieties of this set, and it is in 
the study of these stamps which includes at least 3 examples of the 
1/- 'missing hyphen' stamp (SG75a Cat £80 each!) that the value lies.  
A good lot 

£70-90 L 

183 76/81 */o 1938 Voortrekker issues - a small selection from these issues, but 
with various varieties, all apparently identified by the Vendor- well 
worth inspection and priced to sell  

£18-24 S 

184 82/4 ** Huguenot commemoration set (Cat £50) £9-10 S 

185 82/4 */o Huguenot Anniversary - the set in vert prs as well as in B6's (the 
lower pairs are all **), plus the set on the coloured special cover 
(Reis SC13 which is not easy to get) in pristine condition.  NB the B6 
of the 1d value has the complete sheet number 

£40-50 L 

186 88-96 */o Large War Issue complete, both * and used.  There are a few singles 
of all values, but also some nice B's of the 1/3 in particular.  Several 
duplicates.  Includes some used singles (good catalogue) 

£36-40 L 

187 88/96 */o Large War Issue - a small selection from this set which must be seen 
to be appreciated.   Many varieties have been noted by Vendor (inc 
"smoking Wren") etc.  There is also a packet with the set in (mostly 
B) Arrow B4's.  Plus some Army PM's 

£20-25 S 

188 103 M* SWE 1944 4d (Iss 2) "BL corner" B6 (2 units).  Shows v1 - stc £38 (+ 
increase for variety) 

£20-25 S 

189 111/3 ** Royal Visit - a small collection of issues, including a fine BL B40 of the 
1d value, plus numerous other pairs etc.  Includes at least 2 
examples of the "masked Princess" flaw 

£6-8 L 

190 124 ** There is a complete sheet of the Silver Wedding issue, and several 
large B's, including one from SWA 

£10-12 L 

191 127 **/o Natal Settlers issue - a small collection of this value, with fine CB6 of 
Cyl 29 plus 3 other B's of varying sizes, including a nice B16 with 
extended rigging flaw - there is also the Pennant flaw.  Interesting 
for novice and specialist alike and priced to sell  

£8-10 L 

192 128/ 
30 

** In this accumulation of the UPU issue, there are no complete sheets, 
but several large B's in each of the values 

£10-12 L 

193 Txt Txt A collection of various issues of the Post War period, mostly unused, 
and many in blocks and some on sheets.  Impossible to describe in 
detail, but this lot will enable the collector to improve and enlarge 
his collection.  The majority of the material is ** but there will be 
some * and used stamps.  Noted were top blocks of 12 from the 
Voortrekker 1949 issue (6x2), and some substantial B's from the ½d 
UPU set.  Also B12 (2x6) of the Pretoria Centenary issue etc.  Well 
worth inspection and aggressively priced 

£12-15 L 

194 141/2 */o SATISE - A good collection, mainly B's * with many (possibly all) 
recorded varieties.  Small packet of unsorted material.  NB This 
collection is almost exclusively *. 

£20-25 L 

195 143 ** A modest accumulation of the Coronation stamp, with a complete 
pane of Cyl 98 

£6-8 L 

196 144/5 ** Centenary of issue of CoGH stamps.  A general selection consisting 
of FDC's with Centenary pm's, and various blocks, prs etc.  There are 
2 examples of the 'Broken Knee' 4d stamp etc, all noted by Vendor, 
and 2 matched gutter B's, sheet number blocks etc.  Well worth 
inspection 

£6-7 L 

197 149/5
0 

** OFS Centenary Issue - there are complete panes of both values (Cyl 
11-104 for the 4½d), together with many large B's 

£10-12 L 

13. 



      Collections       

198 Txt ** Balance of collection with some very useful items, which are from 
the Natal Settlers, Pretoria Centenary, Church of the Vow etc 

£5-6 L 

199 Txt * Collection of Union FDC's etc in a fine SG cover album, from 1935 to 
end of Union period.  Includes 3 Trek covers of 1938 (Cape Town, 
Slagters Nek and Bloukrans (NB the back of the Bloukrans cover has 
a very large label concerning the Monument not seen by the 
Auctioneer before), and also the 1938 Voortrekker issues on 
individual private FDC's (again not often seen thus!).  There is a 
cover with the LWE set (excluding 1/3) to England dated 1942.  Also 
BOTH the official large covers for the Animal set, with Skukuza SPM, 
and an extra copy of the monocoloured cover.   A very nice lot  

£40-50 A 

200 Text */o A small collection of minor varieties of Union Stamps, on stock cards 
and album pages, from the 3d Groot Schuur 'shuttered window' 
through numerous varieties to the Stellenbosch Academy.  Well 
worth inspection and certainly worth the reserve 

£30-40 L 

201 Text */o A small collection of minor varieties of Union stamps in a small stock 
book.  This is a good collection, containing Silver Jubilee ½d and 6d 
'Tagged Ear' varieties and 1d 'line through L value' (not mentioned in 
HB) all *, to many in the post-war period.  Well worth inspection and 
very well worth the reserve 

£60-80 L 

202 Text */o A predominantly used collection with some surprisingly nice 
material provided you look carefully!  Unhyphenated, there are 
some good used 1d Ships, 2d buildings, a B6 6d pale orange, a vert 
S3 of the 1/- gnus and a 2/6 bronze green/brown vert pr pmk'ed 
1940.  Hyphenated, there is a good selection of B's, many with minor 
flaws, 2xB4's of the 10/- all used, with a lovely piece with a vert S4 
1/-, a vert S4 2/6 and 2 vert prs 2/6 Official (SG O48 - cat £35 each).  
Perhaps the crowning glory is the 1947 Springbok reprint from 
London plates in a B4 used, together with 3 singles (RR).  Well worth 
the reserve, particularly for the collector of used material 

£60-70 A 

203 Txt o A nice Ka-Be green stockbook with many stamps of the Union 
period, starting from the 1930's.  Apart from a number of 1d ships, 
the majority of the collection consists of used singles, but there a 
few pairs and some unused stamps as well.  Worth the reserve for 
the stockbook alone! 

£6-7 A 

204 Text */o A nice if somewhat duplicated collection in a red stock book.  At the 
start, there is a page of Christmas labels, and the stamps, effectively, 
start with the UP Roto set and cover most if not all issues up to the 
end of the Union period.  There are many pairs and B's etc, and this 
lot is well worth inspection.  Noted were 3d 'shuttered window', 4d 
'spear', 6d 'falling ladder' flaws etc, 5/- pairs (screened and both 
unscreened), 10/- prs ** and * and a nice B4 used, etc.  The used 
material is excellent, and this collection will well repay study 

£90-100 A 

205 Text */o An amalgamation of several picked old collections squashed into 2 
old style springback albums.  The material starts from the 1933 
Voortrekker fund and continues to the end of the Union period.  
Although rather tatty in appearance there are some good items - the 
Royal Visit, Natal Settlers and Coronation being well represented - 
there is a complete sheet of the Coronation (Cyl 66).  Aggressively 
price to sell 

£30-40 A 

14. 



206 Txt */o An old and rather tatty stock book which belies its contents - there is 
plenty of good, if perhaps unshowy, material within, with the 
commemorative issues of the 1930's and 1940's being well 
represented.  The Union Pictorial Issue really starts with the 
hyphenated stamps - there are a few unhyphenated stamps at the 
end of the Book.  Noted in particular a 6d Tree 'molehill' flaw - the 
Large War effort is also well represented.  A good lot 

£70-90 A 

207 Text */o A random selection on leaves of mainly commemorative issues from 
1937 to the end of the Union period.  Some nice Large War Effort 
(no SWE), and a general selection after that.  Nothing spectacular 
but worth inspection and priced to sell 

£15-20 L 

208 Text */o A general collection in an old springback album, with a large quantity 
of single stamps used - for the postmark collector!  The more later 
issues however are *.  Noted in particular a vert pr of the 10/- Table 
Bay stamp with good cds. 

£25-30 A 

209 Txt Txt A basic collection of all the Union period in a good quality Senator 
album.   There are some very nice items, including interprovincials, 
the 1935 SJ *, and some interesting covers.  Well worth inspection 
and priced to sell! 

£18-25 Album 

      Republic of South Africa     

      1st Definitive issue     

210 217a * 10c Castle no wmk sepia and emerald stc £50 £8-10 S 

211 Text o RSA 1st Definitives : used examples [mainly 2 of each [but excluding 
the rarest] of each value up to 20c from Groups 1-9 & individually 
labelled by SACC number: A substantial Reference/Marker Part Set 
consistently used by vendor as an aid to identification but not 
guaranteed. (Approx 140 stamps) cat £53 

£7-9 S 

212 Text o RSA 1st used Definitives: split into Groups 1 to 9: selected single 
used examples of the lower values up to 20c but excluding the 
rarest. A substantial Reference/Marker Part Set consistently used by 
vendor as an aid to identification but not guaranteed. (Approx 70 
stamps) cat £46 

£6-8 L 

      2nd Definitive issue     

213 370/3a ** 2nd Definitive (Fish & Chips) - coils - the complete basic set as per SG 
Catalogue, including the 'a/b' suffixes, in complete S22's with each 
coil identified, unnumbered, with some plating notes (8 strips - Cat 
£374)  

£60-70 L 

214 370/3a ** 2nd Definitive (Fish & Chips) - coils - all values in complete S22's with 
each coil identified.  1c p14 - 2 strips, with numbers and with 
'albino' numbers (noted in pencil); 2c p12½ 2 coils (SG371/a) 
unnumbered plus p14 unnumbered, 5c and 10c (SG373) plus 2 coils 
SG373a, with various notes (9 strips - cat c£500) 

£80-100 L 

215 348 
etc 

*/o Second Definitive Issue (1974 - Fish & Chips) - a well filled album 
dealing in great complexity with the 2nd Definitive Issue.  It includes 
2 different Black Prints (publicity cards), an introductory leaflet and 
all stamps in quite considerable bulk.   Some of the lower values are 
duplicated save for the date of printing of the item (see SACC - the 
printers started each day by changing the date on the cyclometer, 
until the collectors discovered this and begged them to stop as they 
were running out of album space!), and there are numerous 
varieties identified, many of which are in blocks of which there are 
several copies!  NB There is also a copy of the 30c value (361) with 
variety "missing yellow" **, not mentioned in either SG or SACC!!  
The collection is primarily **, but a few M* or * stamps may exist.  
This is a truly great collection for the novice and specialist alike and 
arranging it will be a marvellous challenge! 

£160-200 A 

15. 



      3rd Definitive Issue     

216 435/8 ** 3rd Definitive (Proteas) - coils - complete set unnumbered - 1c and 
10c in complete S22's, 2c and 5c both in Strips of 15 and 7 (Cat £30) 

£5-6 L 

217 435/8 ** 3rd Definitive (Proteas) - coils - complete set both unnumbered and 
numbered in complete S22's, save 2c and 5c unnumbered which are 
in strips of 15 + 7 each) - many of the coils have been identified - 1c 
and 10c in complete S22's, 2c and 5c both in strips of 15 and 7 (Cat 
£60) 

£10-14 L 

218 435/8 ** 3rd Definitive (Proteas) - coils - complete set numbered in complete 
S22's with each coil identified (Cat £30) 

£6-8 L 

219 414 
etc 

*/o An Album containing a collection of the 3rd Definitive Series (1977-
1982 Proteas).  The collection consists of seemingly most of the CB's, 
although not precisely checked and the very scarce ones are 
probably not there.  Included are complete sheets of the 1c (x2), 3c, 
4c, 5c and 6c.  There are many varieties, some duplicated.  The lot 
includes 3 unnumbered coil strips of 25 coils (10c missing) and a few 
other strips of less than 5. 

£40-50 A 

      5th Definitive Series     

220 654 
etc 

** A large brown stock book containing over 650 CB's of the 5th 
Definitive Issue - succulents.  Values up to 90c.  Includes notes as to 
plating etc.  (Ex Bill Branney) 

£15-20 A 

      Collections of RSA Material     

221 Text ** A large quantity of material, seemingly all ** from the early post 
Union period to the latest.  The material consists of B's, CB's, etc, 
and is quite impossible adequately to describe - there is bound to be 
something here for everyone!  Noted, 1st 2nd and 3rd Definitives in 
CB's etc, and many commemorative issues.  Also some 7th Definitive 
CB's plus Waterbirds in M/S form.  Well worth inspection and 
aggressively priced 

£30-40 L 

222 Text **/o A green stockbook containing stamps of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
Definitives - NB the unused stamps are probably all **, but no 
detailed check has been made.  For the 2nd Definitives, there are 
plenty of CB's etc up to 50c ** plus several stamps used.  There is an 
interesting variety of the 5c, missing shading (R8/1), both in a strip, 
and single.  The 3rd Definitives are almost all used and the 4th 
Definitives have the CB's ** and the stamps used.  There is also a 
variety of both 1c (S4) and 2c (S3 and pr) showing unlisted variety 
"double printing".  Other varieties noted - well worth inspection 

£120-140 A 

223 Text **/o A red 32 double page Lighthouse stockbook stuffed full to bursting 
with RSA commemoratives up to about 1987 - no definitives noted, 
although there are some Frama labels at the end and the first page 
contains some Union.  The stamps are both * and used (opposite on 
the pages, so easy to find!) and most likely there are plenty of ** 
stamps as well.  Well worth an inspection 

£80-100 A 

224 Text **/o A black-leaved stockbook stuffed full in the first pages with stamps 
from the 1st Definitive issue, with all values up to the R1.  The last 
pages are filled with commemorative stamps, from about 1987-
1991, with CB's of apparently most issues, with used stamps as well.  
A nice collection and sorting the 1st Definitives will be fun!  Priced to 
sell 

£50-60 A 

225 Txt */o A well-presented collection in a good quality Senator album, with 
several unused sheets, up to about 1971.  Includes official RSA FDC 2 
(Dutch Church Tercentenary).  

£8-10 A 

16. 



226 278-
339 

*/o A collection of commemorative issues, from SA Games (278/9) to 
Telecommunications (338/9) seemingly complete.  All issues are well 
represented by CB's **, with some large B's some of which are full 
width/height strips etc - a top ½ sheet of Pane D of ZAR Centenary 
was noted.  Many varieties identified */o.  

£15-18 A 

      Booklets, coils etc - see also lots 213, 214, 217 and 218     

227 
P 

SB11 ** 3 6d Razor Blade booklets complete (1 wide and 2 narrow stitching), 
plus ½d pane and 2 x 1d panes 

£7-10 S 

228 SB18 ** Complete Kirchhoffs booklet - position 4 (Cat £32) £10-12 S 

229   */o A selection of booklet material, with single & pr from SB9, front & 
back covers of SB18, SB18 complete (position 5 but rear cover 
detached at stitching) and complete pane of 1d ('Lugpos - A stamp 
first), sundry bits of Jipex panes */o, a complete Jipex 1d pane with 
last day of exhibition pm (E setting) and 1d single on cvr with last 
day of exhibition pm (A setting). 2 x ½d panes (1 with sheet no) and 
1d pane (with sheet no) from SB19 all used and 5 x ½d panes, 4 x 1d 
panes and 1 x 2d pane all **, some identified as to position and 
complete Booklet SB 19.  An excellent lot very competitively priced 

£25-30 L 

230 Txt * 1/2d (gutter pair) and 1d (gutter S4) coils from sheets - unusual and 
very nice! 

£25-30 S 

      Officials and Revenues etc     

231 
P 

SG 
O36 

* 1947 Official with both stamps showing the short "Offisieel" with 
diaresis on the 2nd 'e' in each stamp - stc £700 

£220-230 S 

232 O51 * Official overprint reading down on 10/- Groot Constantia (Cat £80) £20-25 S 

233 Txt */o A small collection written up in German, but easy enough to 
understand.  Nothing to set the world on fire, but some good steady 
material to form the basis of a collection.  Many singles, but noted 
were 2xO5a *, O6 used (Cat £55), O15 and O18a both used (total 
catalogue for horizontal pairs £175 but these are vert prs).  Certainly 
worth inspection 

£25-30 L 

234 O1-
O51 

*/o An excellent selection of Officials from O12 to O51.   The Vendor has 
very helpfully identified each item, but noted in particular were (½d) 
O12 (including 2 x B8's etc)  and O32 *, (1d) a lovely BL corner B4 
and a fine arrow B4 of O8, and O13 with o/p flaws, (1½d) O22 and 
O33c with o/p flaws both *, (2d) O14 o, O14* with o/p flaws, (6d) O4 
and O9 o, (1/-) O17, O17b and O25 all *, (2/6) O18a o, (5/-) O50 * 
and (10/-)  O51 vertical pr and triple both o.   An excellent lot for the 
novice, which will also challenge the more experienced collector.  
Aggressively priced! 

£75-90 L 

235 Txt */o A small stock card with various officials, mostly used, but including 
the scarce 1½d small mine with "Official" at right reading down (Cat 
£85) 

£15-18 S 

236 Txt * 1935 - 50 - Hyphenated pictorials - a fine * collection of this issue on 
leaf and cards with values up to 10/-.  Stc £935 

£100-120  L 

237 Txt * 1917 1/- violet/purple Revenue stamp (NB rare in * condition) £7-10 S 

      Postage Dues     

238 D22-
29a 

o 1932-42 Set, mostly complete (no SG29) with some duplication and 
shades etc - stc £15 

£3-4 S 

239 
P 

D35 ** A very fine BL B12 of the 1d Suidafrika (R19-20/1-6).  Lovely colour.   
Tiny gum disturbance at the very bottom margin, mentioned for the 
sake of completeness only, Cat £228 

£60-70 s 

240 D35 ** A fine marginal B6 (3x2) of the 1d Suidafrika.  Lovely colour.  Minor 
blemish on rear of R18/3 mentioned for the sake of completeness 
only - Cat £114 

£36-40 S 
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241 D35-
44 

o 1948 and 1950 sets (NB no SG34, 36 or 44), inc some shades - stc 
£98 

£12-15 S 

242 D37 ** A lovely BR corner B24 of the 3d Suidafrika with sheet number in R 
margin - Cat £360 

£70-90 L 

243 Txt  A fine collection of 30 items (including 1 from Germany) all of which 
have been "Posted Out Of Course", with a variety of markings from a 
variety of places.   Mail "POOC" is mail which was marked as 
requiring Registration but posted in the normal mail boxes.  There is 
also a sheet explaining what the PO required for registration etc.  
Very interesting and a useful adjunct to a Postage Due collection - 
see recent article in Springbok.  Aggressively priced 

£50-60 L 

244 Text  5 covers and a card all with PD stamps, from period 1958 - 71.  
Nothing very special but a useful addition to any PD collection 

£5-7 L 

245 D3 */o 4 stock cards (3 small) with a wide range of Union PD's from SGD3 to 
SG D44.  Mostly used, but it includes the D31-32-32a-33 in complete 
units * and an irreg B7 (sadly only 1 complete unit!) of D32.   Also 
D39/44 complete used, with extra pairs etc, and particularly noted a 
vfu B12 (6x2) of D39.  A very nice lot - the Vendor has helpfully 
identified each stamp. 

£40-50 L 

246 D75 */o A collection of the last set of RSA PD's (no 8c and only 1 single 4c o), 
with several large B's (inc an irr B36** 2xB10's (**/o) and 3xB6's 
(**/ox2) of the 10c - ridiculously overpriced by SG but still a very 
worthwhile assembly of the high value.  Also a fine B8 (4x2) of 
SGD56, vfu.     A good lot. 

£40-50 L 

      Postal History  [The figures in the left column refer to the date of 
the item] 

    

247 1851  1 Dec 1851 - Entire letter - Cape Town to London (received 7 Jan 
1852) - "General Post Office / Crown" oval mark;  4d Cape charge in 
red m/s and m/s 1/- packet charge.   Carried by the General Screw 
Co's RMS 'Harbinger' 

£40-50  S 

248 1851  30 May 1851 wrapper Cape Town to London (received 18 July 1851) 
with excellent "General Post Office / Crown" oval mark; 4d Cape 
Charge and 1/- packet rate both in m/s.  Carried by the General 
Screw Co's RMS 'Bosphorus' 

£40-50  S 

249 
P 

1852  3 August 1852 - Entire letter - Cape Town to London (received 9 
September) with excellent "General Post Office / Crown" oval mark;  
4d Cape Charge and 1/- packet rate both in m/s.  Carried by the 
General Screw Co's RMS 'Hellespont'  

£44-65  S 

250 
P 

1853  Letter sheet (almost certainly from Prince Albert) to Utrecht carried 
by the General Screw Co's RMS 'Mauritius'.  Charged 1/8 (4d Cape 
transit, 4d harbour fee and 1/- packet rate) to London and "130" 
onward charge to Utrecht (received 23rd July 1853 

£36-46  S 

251 1924 Pce 1924 Ocean letter cut out franked 6d (SG11) with 2 fine strikes 
"Shipping Postmaster / 3 / Cape Town" 

£10-14  S 

252 1927 Pce 1927 Ocean letter cut out franked 5d (pr of SG6 + SG31A) with3 fair 
strikes of a larger Shipping Postmaster cds 

£8-10  S 

253 1928 Pce 1928 Ocean letter cut out franked 5d (2x SG34 and SG31A) with 2 
good strikes of oval Shipping Postmaster cds 

£10-12  S 

254 
P 

1936  1936 Royal Hotel, Durban, stationery cvr franked with 3d bl/bl 
unhyphenated UP stamp, with a fairly good strike of the very rare 
urban Shipping Postmaster (RDAllen described these as being "so 
rare that a collector will be lucky to see one in his lifetime, let 
alone own one"!  2009 RPS Certificate (See scan on p24) 

£800-850  S 

18. 



255 Txt  BOER WAR - A small packet containing 6 covers all dating from the 
Boer War period.  4 have English stamps with Field PO pm's (2 sent 
by "Lt Dorling" to his wife), the other 2 being Transvaal items, one to 
England with AFO pm, the other to Germany.  Well outside the 
auctioneer's sphere of expertise, and well worth inspection by the 
Postal or military historian.  A bit scruffy but consistent with age 

£30-40  S 

     Airmails     

      This is a further selection of covers from the large collection, 
of which part was offered at the Society's June Auction.   
Although some of these are comparatively modern, many of 
them are extremely scarce and few have been previously 
offered by SACS.   They have been priced to sell and present 
outstanding value for money, as in some cases only a few 
covers were created to cover the particular flight/s.   [The 
year in the left column denotes the year in which the cover 
was carried] 

    

256 1934  Nice commercial cover from N'kana, N Rhodesia, to Liepaja, Latvia.  
Flown by IA to Athens and thence by Lufthansa to Berlin, arriving on 
3.10.34.  Nice red Berlin Airport transit mark - unusual destination 

£7-10 S 

257 1936  Superb illustrated commercial cover from Calcutta to Jhb.  Stamps 
pm'd Calcutta 31 Dec 1936.  AM etiquette - a beautiful item 

£10-14 S 

258 1946  Printed FFC of KLM service Amsterdam - Jhb with usual mauve 
cachet.  This was in fact the first of several test flights - attractive 

£5-6 S 

259 1952  Special FFC of Qantas for inaugural service Perth - Jhb.  Acceptance 
from Mauritius - lovely condition 

£5-6 S 

260 1960  New UAT Jet service Paris - Jhb - to Jhb with usual mauve cachet 
(faded as usual!) and return cvr with blue cachet.  An attractive pair 
of cvrs 

£10-12 S 

261 1960  Printed FFC for return of Alitalia service Jhb to Rome - usual green 
cachet - neat 

£5-7 S 

262 1966  Cover carried on a Helicopter flight from Bouvet Island to the MV 
'RSA' in the South Atlantic, taken by the ship and posted at CT with 
the usual 'Paquebot' pm - nice helicopter cachet! 

£5-6 S 

263 1967  10 airletters all carried on the inaugural service between Jhb and CT 
and return using SAA's new Boeing 737 - 6 different stages covered - 
some duplication 

£12-15 S 

264 1975  FFC of National Airways Corporation between B'fontein and 
Kimberley - stick on dark yellow cachet and pilot signed - scarce 

£4-6 S 

265 1975  Special printed cover flown on aerobatic flight from FTS 
Langebaanweg - Pilot signed (Major P D de Wet) - scarce 

£4-6 S 

266 
P 

1976  Collection of Concorde covers - 1976 CT - Jhb for high altitude tests 
(Kempair 28) (R), 1989 Item commemorating Round-the-World tour 
(posted on arrival at CT), London - Jhb (posted on arrival) and Jhb - 
CT for launch of BMW 3-Series (RR) - a good and scarce collection 

£40-50 L 

267 1976  2 covers carried on inaugural service of National Airways from Dbn 
to Ladysmith (60 carried) and Newcastle (120 carried) - one to each 
destination.  A good lot covering this flight, with very few covers 
carried 

£12-15 S 

268 
P 

1976  Cover (pilot signed) carried on the return of the Test Flight 
undertaken by SAA before bringing in their new service to America 
using Boeing 747SP aircraft (a precursor to SAA2) - such items are 
very rare! 

£25-35 S 
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269 
P 

1976  Cover flown on the flight undertaken by Vorster and other members 
of the SA Government, to meet with Henry Kissinger in Bonn.  Signed 
by the Pilot and all the politicians. The scarcity of these items is 
equivalent to that of hen's teeth! 

£50-60 S 

270 1977  Plain cvr for inaugural SAA flight Jhb to Sydney (ie NOT an SAA cvr!) £4-5 S 

271 1977  Plain long cvr for FFC of Comair new service from Jhb to Philaborwa 
(pilot signed) 

£3-4 L 

272 1978  A beautiful, privately produced, envelope commemorating the 75 
Anniversary of the first flight made by the Wright Brothers, with the 
SA 50th Anniversary stamp pm'd on the 17th December 1978.  Not 
flown but very attractive  

£4-5 L 

273 1981  Return cvr flown on new service of Olympic Airways with Boeing 747 £3-4 S 

274 
P 

1981  Delivery flight of new SAA Airbus - posted on arrival at Jan Smuts 
Airport.  Signed by 4 Captains as well as the Senior Flight Exec Officer 
and the FEOI!  Very scarce 

£12-15 S 

275 
P 

1981  Delivery flight of new SAA Boeing 737.  Posted Seattle 18th Aug 1981 
and Jhb arr mk of 23 viii 81.  Signed by pilot and 2 others.  Very 
scarce 

£18-22 S 

276 1981  Pigeongram (#288) flown on occasion of Roodepoort Eisteddfod, 
with attached explanatory card (as sent through the post) and ring 
attachment - very seldom seen 

£18-22 L 

277 1982  Cvr carried on return flight of SAA's new service to Houston (scarce) £5-7 S 

278 1984  Cvr carried by SAA on flight to deliver of one of their old Boeing 
737's to Air Mauritius - pilot signed - very scarce 

£18-22 S 

279 1984  SAA - 1st non-stop flight Jhb - Frankfurt - pilot signed £4-5 S 

280 1984  Air Botswana - Inaugural flight cover - Jhb - Maun - very seldom 
seen! 

£3-4 L 

281 1985  EAA (Experimental Aircraft Association) meeting in Margate - 2 cvrs 
both of which seem to have been flown during the State President's 
Trophy Air Race - very seldom seen 

£4-5 S 

282 1986  "Halley's Comet" flights - 5 flights were organised to view Halley's 
Comet - this may be the complete set! 

£6-8 S 

283 1986  Cvr carried by SAA's rebuilt Ju-52 on special demonstration flight on 
the occasion of Johannesburg 100 - signed by 4 crew members (inc 
Dawie Uys) 

£5-6 L 

284 1987  2 cvrs being the last flights of SAA to Australia when landing rights 
were withdrawn to SAA as a result of sanctions because of Apartheid 
- scarce 

£10-12 S 

285 1988  3 cvrs (2 the same) carried by glider from Greytown to Oribi - 1 pilot 
signed 

£6-7 S 

286 1989  FFC Air Botswana service Jhb - Maun - Windhoek - signed by both 
pilots 

£4-5 S 

287 1989  Concorde item from 1989 Round-the-World tour (posted on arrival 
at CT) 

£12-15 S 

288 1990  4 Pigeongrams flown on the 1st August 1990 on the opening day of 
"Stamps 150" at the WTC, near Jan Smuts Airport - all different 
pigeons! 

£5-6 S 

289 1990  El Al commemorative cover of first service between Tel Aviv and Jhb 
(flown on return service) 

£4-5 S 

290 1990  Cvr flown Jhb - Thika, Kenya by SAA - endorsed with cachet "First 
Flight" etc - not mentioned in Arrow 

£5-6 S 

291 1990  Cover flown on return flight of SAA service with Boeing 737 between 
Jhb and Madagascar 

£4-5 S 
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292 1990  Aviation Africa 1990 - cover from Jan Smuts to Rand Airport carried 
on occasion of this Exhibition, plus 2 covers (identical save as to 
colour) which commemorate Aviation Africa 1992 Exhibition 

£6-8 S 

293 1991  3 cvrs carried on opening of new SAA service to New York - 2 out (1 
signed) and 1 in - very interesting combinations of stamps - see 
article in Springbok August 2018 

£10-12 S 

294 1991  Cover carried on inaugural flight of Airbus A320 - Jhb - Durban £3-4 S 

295 1991  6 SAA Museum covers - Jhb - Milan (2), Milan - Jhb (3) and Taipei - 
Jhb 

£4-5 L 

296 1992  4 cvrs carried on inaugural service of SAA on restoration of landing 
rights in 1992 - the complete set!!  To Perth (50 carried), Sydney (50 
carried - signed by 11 crew members!) and Ashburton (30 carried) 
and on return flight (35 carried) - a scarce set 

£30-35 S 

297 1993  Cover to Cyprus carried on first extension of SAA Jhb - Tel Aviv - very 
scarce 

£12-15 S 

298 1994  2 commemorative covers with special postmark commemorating 
60th Anniversary of Jan Smuts Airport 

£4-5 S 

299 1994  Cvr flown Jhb - Benoni on occasion of Benoni philatelic Exhibition £3-4 S 

300 1996 Txt Material prepared to gain support for SA Olympic team in Atlanta.  A 
special Boeing had been prepared for the journey to Atlanta, and on 
its return undertook a round flight from Jhb to CT, Durban and back 
to Jhb.  2 flown covers, identical save that 1 is coloured, the other 
plain, and there is also a promotional folder (small).  Interesting and 
never previously been offered by SACS 

£7-10 L 

301 2011  Cvr flown on inaugural flight of SAA new service to Beijing - pilot 
signed 

£3-4 S 

      South West Africa     

302 
P 

1 */o A stunning selection of early SWA in a small stock book.  The stamps 
include SG1-9 * (Inc 1a - 'Wes' for 'West') plus matched singles of SG10, 
plus several values used (inc SG 9 both horiz and vert), SG16-24* plus 
values used (inc 1/3) and SG29-38* plus several values used, inc 1/- and 
1/3, plus a great TM B8* (4x2) of the 6d value.  SG56/7 are complete* with 
extra shade of SG56.  The UP issue (SG49-54) is complete * - the 2nd set 
(SG58-67, plus 62a in a TM B4) is complete to 5/- * and there is a 10/- used 
vert pr.  Some Air issues and later stamps, but the value of this collection, 
which is substantial, is in the early  (overprinted) issues.  

£350-400 A 

303 83, 85 * 1931 Definitive set 5/- and 20/- values in prs - * but very fresh £18-20 S 

304 Text  A good collection of FDC's, starting with 1937 Coronation (with nice 
Luderitz advertising cancel), Huguenots etc, then from SG234 to 237 
more or less complete.  Includes FDSheets of Protea and Wildlife 
(x2) series, plus a set of 10 PS Cards from the Wildlife series - a nice 
lot! 

£40-50 A 

305 Text  A very large shoebox containing a number of SWA covers.  The lot 
starts from the SA KH Issue (1d uno/pted) on cover with adapted 
Windhoek TPO cancel through to the more modern.  Noted in 
particular was a cover with Coronation 1½d, 4d, 6d, and 1/- in prs on 
a flown cover from Windhoek to London (heavily overfranked!!), 
Whales FDC, Wildlife FDSheet etc.  There is also a pocket containing 
numerous SWA Date-Stamp Cards.  This lot would complement any 
SWA collection of just stamps! 

£30-40 Box 
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306 Text */o A nice 2-ring binder with a huge mish-mash of SWA stamps.  There 
are a few earlies, apparently with some minor varieties) but the 
collection gets under way with the 1937 Coronation set in matched 
inscriptional S4's, in prs plus FDC */o etc.  There is an apparent 
attempt to plate the UPU issue of 1949.  There are at least 3 sets* of 
the lovely 1954 Definitive set and concludes with a large number of 
CB4/6s's, CS5's etc of more modern issues in a bundle (including the 
1980 Wildlife definitive set).  A great collection, chaotically 
presented but which will be fun to sort out and mount, leaving 
plenty to sell on! 

£100-120 A 

307 114/1
22 

* Large War Issue (NB no 1/3 value) - at least 2 complete sets £15-20 S 

308 144-
676 

** A good lot from SG144 (van Riebeeck) to 676 (Namibia - United 
Nations) more or less complete and probably ** (a few stamps have 
been checked but there may be some * included.  The whole is 
mounted in a lovely Davo album, and includes the Pdues, complete 
save for the 1931 issue.  A lovely collection 

£80-100 A 

309 Text Txt 1973 and 1980 Definitive sets - Presentation Packs;  1980 and 1989 
First Day Presentation sheets 

£8-10 L 

310 Text **/o/* A collection of Namibia from about 1991 to about 2000.  The stamps 
are mostly **, but there are a few used.  The greater bulk consists of 
FDC's etc, which are not complete, but run from the Independence 
set to the 2000 Stamp Show.  Includes Booklet S87 and a couple of 
Date Stamp items. 

£15-20 L 

311 Txt ** Various issues from Caprivi Strip sheet to PhilexFrance, either 
individual or in full sheets, also Yoka booklet and M/S 

£5-8 L 

      Cinderella material etc     

312   Lbls A collection of mainly * Charity labels.  There are complete booklets 
for 1951 (6d, 1/- and 2/6, each x2), 1952 (6d and 1/- each x2), 1956 
(1/-), 1958 (6d and 1/- each x2), 1959 1/-, 1960 (6d and 1/- each x2) 
and 1961 5c x2.  Also sheets for 1967, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1975, 1976 
and 1978 (part sheet).  Also 1979 Easter stamps sheet (-1 stamp 
which is present though unattached, the sheet is generally in rather 
poor condition) and pt sheets from 1975 and 1981.  Plus 4 stock 
cards with various labels from 1935 etc.  Finally a stock card of R-
slips(?)! 

£18-20 L 

      Postcards etc - all South Africa related     

313    A collection of 51 PPC's of South Africa, including ethnic, all early, 
mostly used with pre-Union postmarks.  An interesting collection. 

£16-20 L 

314    2 early postcards (both unused) of Port Elizabeth - a general view 
and a lovely coloured picture of the Prince Albert Memorial 

£5-7 S 

315    3 early postcards of Johannesburg - Wanderers cricket ground (used 
1901), Eloff St and corner of Commissioner St (used 1903) and Post 
Office & Rissik Street (Used 1934) 

£8-10 S 

316    3 early postcards of Pietermaritzburg - Parliament House and Church 
Street (both used c 1906) and the Post Office (unused - early 1900's 
style) 

£8-10 S 

317    3 early postcards - Church Square (unused 1930's) and Church Street 
(used 1936 but stamp removed), Pretoria and Post Office and Public 
Buildings E London (1900's style) 

£8-10 S 

318    3 early postcards all unused - Post Office (1930's) and Post Office 
and City Hall (1950's) Durban and a fine multiview card of Cape 
Town, c 1900 (stained on back but not affecting the front) 

£8-10 S 
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Rhodesia etc 

319 16c, 
19/21 

o Southern Rhodesia - 1½d chocolate, 4d black/vermilion, 6d 
black/magenta and 8d violet/olive green all perf 12 in vfu condition  

£20-25 S 

320 43 * Northern Rhodesia  - 5/- grey/dull violet £3.00 S 

321 Txt ** (N Rhodesia) - A collection of large B's of various issues -  Full Length 
RH Marginal B20, S Rhodesia RV ½d TR B!2 and full width BM B30, 
1d irr TM irr B18 and complete sheet, Swaziland Peace complete 
both in BArrow B18's (2x9) and B20's (2x10), and RV 3d (TR B6 (3x2) 
and 1/- (Full Width 2xTM B12 and BM B30) and SWA RV BL B6(3x2) 
and Voortrekker Monument partial L arrow B15 (R11-15/1-3) - a few 
very minor faults, mainly perf separation, but overall in excellent 
condition - priced to sell 

£8-10 L 

322 238 * Rhodesia - 5/- Admiral Perf 14 Die II blue/yellow-green in fine 
condition (Cat £170) 

£40-50 S 

323    Rhodesia - Cut-out of front of R-parcel sent August 1975 to Hertford, 
with green customs declaration slip attached and with Southampton 
Customs office mark.  Also a cut-out of front of another parcel from 
Nymandhlova to Hertford with green customs declaration and 
Customs and Currency Examination slips both with Southampton 
Customs arrival mark, together with the customs declaration slip 
with Customs Examining Officer's cachet, Bulawayo, impressed.  An 
unusual and interesting lot. 

£7-10 L 

324    Rhodesia - A small bundle of seemingly FDC's from Declaration of 
Independence up to about 1979, but includes FDC of SG 77 (2/6 
Coronation), Air Mail commemorating 30 years of Airmail Service by 
BOAC, and FDC's of Rhodesia & Nyasaland Victoria Falls (1953) and 
Kariba Dam (with Royal Visit special postmark of 17 May 1960) 

£12-15 L 

325 1 * Rhodesia & Nyasaland - the complete issues of this country, with 
some duplicates and including the coils, PDues and at least the 5/- 
booklet exploded - seldom has SACS offered virtually all the stamps 
of a country in a single lot!  Cat £250+ 

£40-46 L 

      General Collections     

326 Text */o An early, good quality red Lighthouse Stock Book with a curious 
mixture of Union material and RSA 6th Definitives.  The RSA is well 
filled both */o, with CB's etc, but the UP material is particularly 
good.  Noted in particular 6d Tree * and lovely marginal B4 
(probably P) and 3 comm used 10/- Table Bay Prs (1 vert), 3d 
unhyphenated red/black with both wmks, a superb 2/6 
unhyphenated pr bronze grn/brn * and vert pr used, and 5/-* etc.  A 
few war Issues and some immediate post-war too, but the value is in 
the earlier material.  Well worth the reserve 

£60-75 A 

327   */o Union and RSA collection nicely arranged in good quality red 
Viscount spring back album - a nice general collection 

£20-24 A 

328   */o Stock book with Union (sparse but nice) and RSA - Union includes 
Animal Decimal set to 20c CB4's.  Also a few Lesotho and Swaziland 

£15-20 A 

329    A cover album with a wide range of covers - this lot deserves 
inspection.  Included are 2 Air Mail covers, one with pr of SACC47 
(4d with "elongated spear" variety - R) and the other sent in Jan 
1940 to England (service still running) with fine S4 1/- hyphenated. 

£40-50 A 

330   */o Nice stock book  with good collection of Union (10pp) and a single 
page of Zimbabwe).  The pre-war material includes 3d Roto 
red/black 3prs (2 with upright wmk) and a good pr and B4, lower pr 
**, of SACC 58a (2d hyphenated violet/slate grey)  Several full width 
strips of post war Union issues - a nice lot which deserves inspection  

£50-60 A 
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331   */o A general collection in a Simplex album, mostly RSA, inc some good 
B's of 4th Definitive issue 

£15-20 A 

332   o Folder with collection on leaves, Union mostly singles but includes 
good pr of 4d Roto 4d Issue 1 (SACC47) fu 

£20-24 L 

      Unused Albums etc     

333   Album Red storage binder for sheets (top opening) - includes a single SA 
Christmas Stamp Fund label inside! 

£3-4 Lit 

334   Album Blue 22-ring binder with some pages (used).  Slightly worn exterior 
but release mechanism in excellent condition 

£4-5 Lit 

335   Album Large brown old photo-style album, with "peel-back" fronts.  VG 
condition, with gilt edges to leaves and fake skin effect to front.  
Stick-on labels at front and on binding.  Certainly worth inspection 

£3-4 Lit 

336   Album Green "Ideal" 16-page stock book in immaculate condition - 
probably never been used 

£4-5 Lit 
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